
GAME PREPARATION
Things you could do in the weeks/days before the game



☐   Plan the rooms you will use and see how you can fit the scenario to your own home. Ideally this scenario requires a living/
dining room (Room 1), a bathroom (Room 2), a cupboard/storage room with a door (Room 3) and a bedroom or any room which 
can be made dark (Room 4). Also a lockable postbox is useful.

☐   Decide which elements/puzzles have to be adapted to fit your home (adaptation ideas will be provided in the Clue 
Gallery)

☐   Buy all required equipment (most can be bought fairly cheaply from charity shops and budget stores)

☐   Record two videos on computer or phone (script in Gallery Clue 6 and 9)

☐   Save videos : No.2 on an empty USB stick and No.1 in the center of your computer’s home page (hide all other files in a folder)

☐   Write out notes, letters, hints and clues:
• Letter and envelope to Colin Greenwood (script in Gallery clue 2)
• Note from Scarlet’s Diary (script in Gallery clue 19)
• The 2 encrypted codes on paper (see Gallery clue 17 and 21)

• Riddle (Clue 14)  to be hidden behind painting/photograph (script in Gallery clue 14) 
• Clue on back of puzzle (script in Gallery clue 12)
• Cut out number 9 in paper (or other if you pick a different number as Clue 11)
• Prepare a white label with “Venetian Cabernet Sauvignon 2012” for the bottle of alcohol (see Gallery Clue 20)
• On pegs/lollipop sticks write your clue (script in Gallery Clue 13)
• On big envelope write: Scarlet S. PO Box 789, London, W5 5YZ. The envelope will contain encrypted code sheets 
(code 1 and 2) and a locked little box with Scarlet’s Diary note inside (see in Gallery Clue 19). 

• On piece of paper prepare the plane ticket/admission to the catacombs (See in Gallery Clue 20) 



ON THE DAY  
SET UP  

INSTRUCTIONS

( Total time: around 1 hour )



 On table (with 3+ chairs) set (see Clue 1 in Gallery): 
    ☐ Almost empty bottle of alcohol (put label “Venetian cabernet sauvignon on it”). 
    ☐ 3 glasses (slightly filled) 
    ☐ 4 table name-tags/stand with the characters initials on them (S.B, A.R, C.G. and S.S.)  set in front of each seat.
    ☐ a locked box (see Clue 8 in Gallery), put the USB stick, some dice and jigsaw puzzle pieces inside. Use padlock D to lock it.
    ☐. In front of Steve Bluewing’s name tag: 

1. Set a playing card (for our example: 5 hearts), 
2. two pegs
3. a couple of playing dice on sticky note. See clue  13 in Gallery
4. three dominoes on sticky it note. See clue 13 in Gallery

    ☐In front of Colin Greenwood’s name tag:
1. An opened envelope addressed to “C. Greenwood, 7 The lane, Townsville, England” , in envelope put:
2. A playing card (for our example : 3 spades) 
3. an invitation letter from from Steve (see clue 2 in Gallery for script)

    ☐. On Amber Rildey's chair (in front of her name tag) set a jacket containing:
• a key (for padlock A) 
• a wallet containing a playing card (in our example : 8 clubs) and ID for Amber Ridley. See Clue 3 in Gallery. 
• a folded big envelope containing: 2 sheets with encrypted codes (Clue 17 and 21 in Gallery) and a box/purse, locked with padlock C, containing Scarlet’s diary note (see Clue 19 in Gallery) .

Somewhere close by set: 
    ☐ The jigsaw puzzle (started, see Clue 12 in Gallery) and a few more pieces on the side. Important: about 50% of the pieces must be missing (some are hidden in the locked box on the table, some locked in the suitcase in the next step).
    ☐ On the floor in an obvious place:

1.  a suitcase with either a built-in code lock or a numerical padlock (3 digits in this example) and sticky note (see Clue 4 in Gallery) Set code to 3 5 8. 
2. Inside the suitcase put:

• the password protected laptop (see Clue 5 in Gallery for instructions) with sticky note saying “always wash your hands first”
• a key for padlock B
• a few more jigsaw puzzle pieces
• 1 die
• 2 pegs/lollipop sticks 
• a domino

    ☐ Padlock shut (using padlock A) a pair of scissors. Once that’s done, attach the ensemble using Padlock B (in our example we used a bike lock) to a chair or table leg (or anywhere else obvious) 
        finally set a sticky note on the scissors saying “steel wire cutter”. See Clue 7 in Gallery
    ☐ Tape the pre-cut paper number 9 on the inside of the lamp (shade!) you are using for the game and turn off the lamp (so the number isn’t immediately apparent) See clue 11 in Gallery.
    ☐ Open your curtains (or set your blinds in one position) and with black tape write the number “ 7 ” on them. Then put the curtain/ blind back in position (so the clue is hidden) See clue 10 in Gallery.
    ☐ Set a tall tube (i.e. vacuum cleaner tube) in the room and fix it so it can’t fall. See clue 15 in Gallery.
        (later you will drop the key for your postbox in it; if you don’t have a locked postbox see clue 16 in Gallery for instructions).
    ☐ Fix the map on a wall and set non-permanent marker on/nearby. See Clue 18 in Gallery.
    ☐ Hide riddle from clue 14 behind painting/photograph (in our example: picture of Venice). See clue 14 in the Gallery to adapt this step to your home.

- ROOM 1 - 
Ideally Living/Dinning Room
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- ROOM 2 - 
Ideally Bathroom

☐On bathroom mirror (if above sink to wash your hands) use soap to secretly write a 4 digit code (this code will be used to unlock your computer) and add a sticky note saying  
“Always use HOT water” next to sink. (When the mirror steams up the numbers will be revealed). See clue 5 in Gallery for advice to make it foolproof and set up alternatives.

☐Somewhere close to the mirror and in plain sight put the remaining 2 pegs, and dominos.

- ROOM 3 - 
Ideally a cupboard

☐This room must be 'locked' with steel wire (string) around the handle (to make it clear one can’t just go in). Put a sticky note saying “steel wire” on the string near the 
handle. See Clue 7 in Gallery

☐Put in plain sight a briefcase (or equivalent) with 6 digit lock. See Clue 3 in Gallery for possible alternatives
☐Empty the briefcase and leave only a magnet attached to a long string (long enough to retrieve the key from the plastic tube in room 1). See Clue 15 in Gallery
☐Once briefcase is closed, lay on top of it, clearly apparent the key for padlock D (for the box on the table in room 1). See Clue 3 in Gallery

- ROOM 4 - 
Ideally a room that can be put in the dark

☐Find a lockable drawer/box/cupboard in which you’ll leave a card (write whatever you want on it ! happy birthday/valentines day/anniversary/st paddys day…?) and if you 
want to a little present for the special occasion. 

☐Use some string and the last numerical padlock E (see Clue 21 in Gallery) to “lock” the drawer/box/cupboard and place a sticky note with the initials SS, AR, SB, CG.
☐Put the room in the dark only lit by candles or very low lighting (for ambiance!) providing an eerie feel.



…FINAL STEP ! (You’ll be happy to know haha)

☐ In your postbox put the book used to decipher code 1, hidden in a big envelope 
addressed to S. Bluewing (add the entire address) and drop the key to the 
mailbox in the plastic tube you’ve fixed in room 1. See Clue 16 in the Gallery 
for instructions if you do not have a lockable postbox.

Well DONE ! You’re all set. 


